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INSTRUCTIONS:     
1. Attempt all the questions. 
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks 
3. Assume suitable additional data, if required. 
 

Q.1 (a) 1)We can save external JavaScript file with ____ extension. 

2) Error between 400 and 499 represents ____. 

3) With <jsp:include> we are allowed to insert ____ of included page. (Output/code)                                                                    

4) CGI Stands for __________. 

5) The method property is used to specify the method used to send data, which can be 

________or ________. 

5 

 (b) List out the <form> element attributes and <input> element “type” attributes. 5 

Q.2 (a) Define Servlet. Explain the life cycle methods of Servlet. 5 

 (b) Explain various jsp actions and explain any two in detail with example. 5 

        OR  

 (b) Explain Array in JavaScript with Example. 5 

Q.3 (a) difference between  jsp:include and the include directive 5 

 (b) What is special about Math object? Explain any two methods of String, Date and  

Array object. 
5 

  OR  

Q.3 (a) Explain JSP implicit objects. 5 

 (b) Explain Javascript function with example. 5 

    

Q.4 (a) 

 

Briefly discuss the following HTTP 1.1 request headers  

i)   Accept   ii) Accept-Charset  iii) Host   iv) Accept-Language v) Authorization   
5 

 (b) Discuss javascript events with proper example. 5 

  OR  

Q.4 (a) 1)In HTML, <ol> tag is used to create list items with  bullets.  (True / False) 

2) We must configure and map all jsp files into web.xml.  (True / False) 

3) Explain any three property of navigation object. 

4) In Javascript, eval("2 + 0.56") returns ______. 

5) Write html and jsp comment syntax. 

5 

 (b) Explain JSP expressions, scriptlets and declarations with example. 5 

Q.5 (a) Difference between Generic Servlet and HttpServlet 5 

 (b) 1) Explain functionality of Join() & Reverse() function of array in JavaScript. (2 M) 

2) Explain various dialog box provided by JavaScript. (3 M) 
5 

  OR  

Q.5 (a) 1) JavaScript Ignores White Space. (True/False). 

2) How <% ---- %> declaration in JSP can be written in XML Syntax. 

3) What kind of information 200-299 status code provides? 

4) A _____ array is an array that has been created with each of its elements being assigned  

 A specific value. 

5) The _____ is reserved for machine generated code and should not be used in scripts.  

5 

 (b) Write a JavaScript to remove the highest element from the array and arrange the array in 

ascending order.  
5 

 



 


